
 

   

Readin  Without Seein  
Did  yo  know t hat  blind  people can  read  books?   Even  

tho gh  they  can't  see,  they  do  have a special system  for  
reading  that  allows  them  to  feel books  and  papers.   

Close yo r  eyes  and  feel a book.   Yo   probably  can't  
feel  the  letters  and  words,  can  yo ?   It  wo ld  be  
impossible  to  read  one of  yo r  books  if  yo   co ldn't  see.  
B t  what  if  the  book  has  small dots  that  were  b mps  in  the  
paper?   Yo  wo ld  be able to  feel those.   Now im agine  
the  b mps  are a code for letters. 

Braille is the special alphabet that Blind people  se to read.  Each letter is made 
of small dots that rise o t of the paper in a special pattern. Blind people read braille 
by  sing their fingers to feel each letter. 

Here is  a pict re  of  what  the  patterns  in  the  braille  alphabet  look  like: 

The  braille  alphabet  was  invented  nearly  200  years  ago  by  a blind  man  named  Louis  
Braille.   He wanted  to  be able to  read  and  write  just  like  everyone  else.   Since he  
couldn't  see,  he invented  an  alphabet  made of  dots.   

Today,  braille  letters  are found  in  books,  on  elevator  buttons,  on  medicine boxes,  and  
there  are  even  braille  computer  keyboards.   There  are braille  Monopoly  boards.  
Disneyland  has  braille  maps.   Most  McDonald's  restaurants  even  have braille  menus  
available for blind  customers. 
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      Your first name: 

      Your last name: 

      Your favorite color: 

Write  some words  in  braille.   Be sure you  draw  the  dots  carefully. 
Be sure you  leave spaces  between  each  letter. 

example: 

Braille Alphabet 

      Your favorite food: 

         Any word of your choice: 
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    Try  to  write  three  sentences  using  the  braille  alphabet.   Be sure 
   you  leave spaces  between  your  letters.  

   

   

   

     

     

Braille Alphabet 
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    Decode the  message.   Write  the  English  letters  below t he  braille  letters. 

Braille Message Braille Alphabet 
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Decode the message. Write the English letters below the braille letters. 
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